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MA-BO Aerial work platforms
Your partner in the construction and installation sector
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Who is MA-BO?
MA-BO is a fast-growing international aerial platform company with offices in both the Netherlands 
and Germany. MA-BO operates throughout the Netherlands and Germany and even beyond. 
MA-BO is a family business with many decades of experience in this industry. This experience helps 
us to distinguish ourselves in providing creative custom-made solutions and full-service concepts 
regardless of the size or height, so that we create a safe workplace for you, where you can work 
easily and efficiently!

1.
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What can MA-BO offer you?
MA-BO started as a aerial platform rental Company. 
MA-BO has a wide variety of aerial platforms which con-
sists of truck mounted platforms (both B and C driving 
license), crawler boom lifts, spider lifts, articulated boom 
lifts, scissor lifts, telescopic boom lifts and telehandlers. 
In short: for every assignment the right aerial platform!
MA-BO is represented in various sectors. The aerial plat-
form rented with operator is often used for the constructi-
on industry, infrastructure, high voltage, telecom, windmills 
and maritime sectors. Aerial platforms without operator 
are often rented to the tree care, (steel) construction, in-
frastructure, installation, industry, painting, cleaning, etc.
 
In addition to the rental of aerial platforms MA-BO can also 
provide other services that can help you to carry out your 
activities efficiently and are mainly intended to relieve you. 
This includes arranging traffic measures, permits applicati-
ons, driving plates, transport of materials to and from the 
construction site with a trailer (with truck mounted forklift) or 
semi-trailer and transporting material at, for example, roof 
locations with a moving lift, combi crane or aerial platform.
 
MA-BO can also train your staff in working safely with aerial work 
platforms, in which aspects such as soil pollution, personal 
protective equipment, weather conditions, technical aspects 
and legislation and regulations are extensively discussed.
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Full service concept for the construction and installation sector
Ma-Bo has developed a full-service concept especially for the 
construction and installation sector, with the intention to relie-
ve you as our partner in construction and installation techno-
logy with your planning and performance as much as possi-
ble. Ma-Bo has a wide range of equipment, accessories and 
additional services that can be used to carry out your work. Of 
course you are not obliged to use all these products and servi-
ces, you can still contact us for just renting an aerial platform.

Working safely and efficiently at height
In these sectors, aerial platforms are mainly used for instal-
lation and construction work as a safe alternative to working 
with a ladder or scaffolding, but also for moving loads through 
a power lift system as an alternative to cranes for exam-
ple at locations that are inaccessible or difficult for cranes. 
Installations for which aerial platforms are regularly used are 
electrical installations, installation of solar panels, lightning 
control systems, air conditioning and climate systems, faca-
de cladding, advertising (masts) and the application of bil-
lboards and the hanging of, for example, Christmas lights.

Both indoor as outdoorlocaties
Aerial platforms are used for both indoor and outdoor locations. At 
indoor locations, electric scissors, electric articulated telescopes, 
electric mast lifts and spider lifts are mainly used. For outdoor situ-
ations, in high buildings use is mainly made of truck mounted plat-
forms ranging between 15m and 75m and sometimes even 90m. The 
truck mounted platforms above 30m are in principle always rented 
out with an operator (a truck  license is obliged for these machines).
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Vertical transport
By means of powerlift systems, with which all aerial platforms 
from 40 m are equipped, can also (compact and light) materi-
als be moved, such as building materials, solar panels, air con-
ditioners, illuminated advertising or billboards, facade panels, 
etc. The maximum gondola load is 600 kg and depends on the 
lateral reach. Due to its size and weight, the aerial platform can 
also be used in many locations that are not or difficult to reach 
for a crane. This option is therefore very practical and efficient.

 Ma-Bo has also included a special material lift, which is often used in 
the moving industry, in its range for the vertical transport of materials. 
This allows materials (such as solar panels, for example) to be trans-
ported on or off the roof relatively quickly and cheaply. (Rotating) 
telehandlers are also regularly used for vertical material transport.
In addition, Ma-Bo offers Alu-Crane. Aluminum cranes are light (from 
18 tons) and can also be used on difficult terrain or terrain that is diffi-
cult to access. Think, for example, of narrow access roads or bridges 
and access roads with a limited number of permitted tonnages. They 
have a maximum lifting capacity of 6 tons. The Alu-Crane can be 
equipped with a ‘fixed’ work basket and is therefore a combinati-
on between a crane and aerial platform and therefore multi-usable.
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Wide and specialist range
MA- BO has also special aerial platforms, which can be 
used for installing the camera systems, lightning rods, ligh-
ting, advertising, etc., such as crawler lifts, spider lifts, 
(articulated) telescopic boom lifts or diesel scissor lifts.
Ma-Bo also has special aerial platforms with a 4x4 dri-
ve and caterpillar tracks or trax tires for difficult ter-
rain or rough terrain. You can work safely and comforta-
bly on all types of surfaces and in all weather conditions 
(with the exception of strong wind and/or thunderstorms).

Road plates, permits and traffic measures
MA-BO has a wide range in all the above categories. Further-
more, Ma-Bo can provide steel or plastic road plates for your 
construction site. Ma-Bo advises to have a survey of the work 
location carried out in advance, so that an inventory can be 
made of how many and what type of road plates are required, 
but also which type of aerial platform (given the soil conditi-
ons, approach routes and specific location characteristics) is 
best used and whether traffic measures are required to car-
ry out the work safely and efficiently. The traffic measures 
(road closures, signage and traffic controllers) and permit ap-
plications can be taken care of entirely in-house by Ma-Bo.

Material Transports by Forklift trailers 
or low loaders
Finally, Ma-Bo can take care of all material trans-
ports by means of portable forklift trailers and (con-
struction) machine transports by means of low loa-
ders and MA-BO can, if desired, provide shovels.

Ma-Bo likes to think along with you to develop and offer a 
suitable full-service concept and/or customized solutions, 
even in complex situations. All this at an attractive price.
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 What distinguishes MA-BO?
MA-BO is extremely flexible and customer-oriented and 
distinguish itself in providing creative tailor made so-
lutions and full-service concepts. MA-BO also advises 
and assist in complex situations. MA-BO offers an ex-
cellent service for attractive prices! Almost all our em-
ployees speak several languages   and are familiar with 
both German and Dutch legislation and regulations. 

MA-BO is strong in both manned and unmanned rental 
and also has a lot of experience with large projects with 
international aspects. We work closely with our network 
partners, both inside and outside of system lift, so that we 
can always meet your demand. The truck-mounted aerial 
work platforms C driving license (from 27 meters to 75 me-
ters) are almost always rented out together with well-train-
ed operating personnel, who provide you with optimal gui-
dance and assistance in the safe execution of your work. 

The work locations are usually visited in advance by our 
field work planners. They make an inventory of which 
measures must be taken to be able to carry out the work 
efficiently and safely. Permit applications, traffic measu-
res, driving plates and contacts with the landlords are ta-
ken care of by our back-office work planners and, if desi-
red, we can also provide (material) transport for you with 
our trailers or semi-trailers. In short, we strive to provide 
you with the best possible service, even 24/7 if desired!
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 MA-BO and Systemlift
MA-BO is a co-shareholder in Sytemlift AG, a far-
reaching partnership of more than 70 aerial work plat-
form rental companies (and thus more than 70 loca-
tions) in Germany and surrounding countries. Our 
own fleet consists of more than 9,300 aerial platforms 
and many thousands of related machines, such as 
cranes, forklifts and other (construction) machines.
 
As a result, you benefit from a very extensive range with 
the most diverse aerial work platforms and related ma-
chines at very attractive prices and low transportation 
costs. Thanks to enormous know-how and professional 
knowledge within Systemlift, you will always receive ap-
propriate advice and extensive guidance.

Systemlift is ISO 9001 certified. Systemlift sets 
very high quality standards for its partners, both 
in terms of policy and implementation, with 
strict rules and recurring unannounced audits. 
The partners are fully facilitated and assisted 
by Systemlift in all kinds of areas, including trai-
ning, purchasing and PR & marketing. All this 
to provide you with the best possible service.

VCA is essential and vital during our work because of the incre-
ased safety risk in our industry. Both our organization and all our 
employees are VCA certified. In this way we are at all times aware 
of the risks and we try to reduce them as much as possible and 
take appropriate safety measures and keep each other sharp!
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 MA-BO Team

Our employees are reliable, enthusiastic, eager to learn and driven people, who are open-minded with a hands-
on mentality. These are the core values   on which we select.

As a family business, we offer a personal and committed work environment, in which the focus is on further both 
personal and organizational) growth, development and professionalization. We always strive to further optimize 
the quality of our employees and services. Our organization is characterized by fast decision-making, short lines 
and a strong problem-solving ability.
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MA-BO Hoogwerkers bv
Hengelderweg 8a
6942 NC Didam
The Netherlands

Tel: +31 (0) 316 745613
E-Mail: planning@ma-bo.info

MA-BO Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Marie-Curie-Straße 16
48599 Gronau
Deutschland

Tel: +49 (0) 2562 4000
E-Mail: info@ma-bo.info

MA-BO Arbeitsbühnen GmbH
Westpreußenstraße 5a
47809 Krefeld
Deutschland

Tel:    +49 (0) 2151 7845666
E-Mail: info@ma-bo.info

Contact




